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New publication model: conference/journal hybrid
IACR Transactions Symmetric Cryptology (ToSC)

• 4 submission deadlines per year (3 for first year)
• Rebuttal phase
• Decision after 2 months
  – ACCEPT
  – MINOR REVISION
  – MAJOR REVISION
  – REJECT
• Long papers
• SoK papers
• Hope to get included in Thomson ISI in 2020
Statistics: 125 submissions (110 new) (record was 106)
Acceptance rate: 36% (or 41%)
Resubmissions after major revision

- 2016-1: 0
- 2016-2: 6
- 2017-2: 9
- 2017-3: 9

- 2016-1: 14%
- 2016-2: 16%
- 2017-2: 16%
- 2017-3: 27%
New Publication Model

- Cite ToSC from other ISI Journals (DCC, JoC, LNCS)
  - do not cite eprint only
- Publish as reviewed: if you need more than 20 pages, go for a long paper
  - annexes will be reviewed – so more long papers
- Want more SoK (systematization of knowledge)
- High work load for revisions
- Style file may need some minor improvements but please don’t hack the LaTeX
- Camera ready means camera ready
- Use standard bib file: DBLP or https://cryptobib.di.ens.fr/
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General co-chairs: Tetsu Iwata, Shiho Moriai
Invited speakers: Joan Daemen, Shiho Moriai
Rump session chair: Carlos Cid

Sponsors:
• International Exchange Program of National Institute of Information and Communications Technology (NICT)
• Kayamori Foundation of Informational Science Advancement
• Support Center for Advanced Telecommunications Technology Research, Foundation (SCAT)
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Managing Editor ToSC: Gregor Leander
Technical support: Shai Halevi, Gaëtan Leurent

FSE Steering Committee
• Anne Canteaut, chair
• Carlos Cid
• Thomas Johansson
• Shiho Moriai
• Kaisa Nyberg
• Bart Preneel
• Christian Rechberger
• Matt Robshaw
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